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favicon is not correctly implemented
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Description
favicon is implemented as a favicon.ico in the root of the webserver. This is one of the 2 possible methodes and favored for new
browsers. However depending on the browser there is a desired format that should be available in the file. The current favicon.ico
only contains a 16x16 256 color bitmap that only is used in the top bar of mainstream browsers on desktop devices. On mobile
devices or when using the google chrome app feature other sizes are needed. For google chrome app feature a 64x64 sized bitmap
is needed. For use as a tile on a Apple device a 144x144 size bitmap is needed. Please update the favicon.ico file with a correct one
or make <link rel="icon" lines in the header of the pages of the user interface. I know this issue is rejected before with an incorrect
reason, the person who rejected it obviously never opens the user interface in anything else the a regular browser window, and not
opening it as a google chrome app or as a live tile on a mobile device.
History
#1 - 03/21/2017 09:16 AM - Jim Pingle
- Assignee set to Jared Dillard
- Target version changed from 2.3.4 to 2.4.0

#2 - 03/27/2017 07:28 AM - Leon Straathof
- File favicon.ico added

As my humble contribution to the work of this team, i added all other formats in the existing favicon.ico file. Enjoy.

#3 - 06/02/2017 09:50 AM - Leon Straathof
- File favicon.ico added

#4 - 08/07/2017 11:38 AM - Jared Dillard
- Status changed from New to Feedback

This was fixed in the following: https://github.com/pfsense/pfsense/commit/e7d63f568c8e3982ee8f39387369778789593075

#5 - 09/15/2017 02:42 PM - Jim Pingle
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved
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